Tech company practices what it preaches

Unit4 is a leader in enterprise cloud applications for mid-market service organizations. A global company with a footprint in 28 countries, Unit4 employs approximately 2,600 people with €380M in revenue.

The Challenge

The organization has grown rapidly through acquisition, now operating in 28 countries, comprising more than 40 legal entities. Many entities relied on separate versions of Unit4 or different ERP platforms, resulting in scattered and non-standardized processes and systems.

Unit4 ERP: Single version of the truth

- Implemented a single global ERP platform, comprising Finance Management, HR, Payroll, and Project Cost & Billing (PCB).
- One common ERP platform worldwide, which runs on Microsoft Azure cloud computing service, adapts quickly and easily to reflect in-country localizations.
- Global Projects enables consultants to work on a single system for project planning, budgeting, time management, expenses, and other tasks.

Achievements

Globally unified ERP
Will connect 28 countries with more than 40 legal entities to a single, global Unit4 ERP instance.

Finance transformation
Accurate data and greater speed enable timely insights while cutting finance costs by 10% worldwide.

Acquisition agility
Enables new operating entities to be onboarded twice as quickly as previously.

Impact

- Reduction in finance cost base worldwide: 10%
- Standardizing on a common ERP system: 28 countries
- Reduction in process customizations: 80%

"We are capturing data consistently, automating everyday financial processes, and providing insights on demand. All of this is helping to shift finance from its focus on transaction processing to becoming a real partner to the business.”

Gordon Stuart, Chief Financial Officer, Unit4

For more information, go to: www.unit4.com
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